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Self-paced Training –How it works……
1. Make sure you registered at maconpiattroe.org Click on the Sign Up
for Prof. Dev. Box
2. When you complete the training you will receive an email that has
an evaluation. Fill out the evaluation and within minutes you
should get a email with the website to print off your hours.
3. Participants will go through the power point, viewing each slide.
4. Tasks will be in RED and they need to be completed and sent to
me. Please send when training is completed.
5. Slides 4 will give information for sending task answers.
6. Please contact me if you are having any trouble with the training.
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Online Training Information
In this training, you will learn about Close Reading. Please watch the
videos embedded in the power point.
You will be required to complete several TASKS that will always be in
RED.
The Tasks should be sent to my email: prestonb@roe39.k12.il.us
when you finish the training. Send them at one time labeled by
Training Title and Task Number. Please have them in before July 31.
Example of submission-next slide
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Example for submission to me by email:
Your Name and Email: Barbara Preston
prestonb@roe39.k12.il.us
Send them altogether when you have completed the module.
Title of Training: Close Reading
Task One- answer
Task Two- answer --etc.,

Put answer into a ppt. or word document. NO GOOGLE DOCS or
ONE DRIVE I cannot open these.
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Course Outcomes
1. Understand Close Reading and its importance to comprehension.
2. Understand the steps in close reading should flow K-12 with grade
level to grade level instruction, practice, and mastery.
3. Identify strategies that will support mastery of Close Reading .
4. Organize a close reading at every grade level following the steps in
rereading text aligned to the Common Core.
5. Close Reading is for small pieces of content that the teacher plans
for and sets up all the parts that make up Close Reading.
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Pre/Post Test Close Reading
The following statements related to the targets of this training session.
Please indicate your comfort level with the following:
4 = I am confident in my knowledge
3 = I am on the right track
2 = I am not sure I am doing it right or with the right amount of consistency
1 = I need more information in this area
Copy the pre and post tests and send to me with your completed task answers.

Close Reading Statements
I understand and plan close reading for information I want students to Master.

When I plan for a close read, I can use a picture, editorial cartoon, poem, graph, video, audio, quote, excerpt of a
reading, or other content that is shortened.
I can support students in close reading by setting up strategies rereading the content.

I realize some students need more instruction and I provide time throughout the week to meet with them and reteach
for mastery.

I can locate resources that will help me in this effort.

Pre

Post

Close reading is a mindful, disciplined reading of an object
with a view to deeper understanding of its meaning. Barry
Brummett

Close Reading can be done if different ways, but it always requires rereading, annotating, and writing
about the reading, citing evidence when needed.
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Sample Process for Informational Text-Common Core
•Key Ideas and Details
•State what the text says explicitly and support it with
evidence.
It is always important to understand
•Identify the central idea and theme(s).
that the standards are set up to move
•Analyze relationships, concepts, or events.
a student into mastery.
•Craft and Structure
•Interpret words and phrases.
•Analyze features and structures of text.
•Discuss purposes and points of view.

• Start with Ideas and Details
• Go to how it is structured
• Then how can I analyze for truth if
nonfiction or enjoyment and
lessons to be learned in fiction.

•Integration of Knowledge and Ideas
•Evaluate the different medias.
•Integrate information from several sources to address related
themes and concepts.
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Key Ideas and Details
• What did the TEXT SAY? FIRST READING

• Students should be able to determine what the text says explicitly and
be able to summarize it.
• Including these: central idea, theme, how ideas and characters
develop and interact, make logical inferences, and cite text evidence
to support any answer.
Do you know when these are taught in your school?
Do you know that the IAR test is set up and aligned to the Common
Core Standards?
IAR tests ask students to summarize, find the theme, discuss the
development of characters, make inferences, and find evidence in the
content to prove their comprehension of the content.
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Craft and Structure
How did the TEXT SAY IT? SECOND READING

• Students should be able to interpret the meanings of words and phrases and the
structure of the text to determine how they affect the meaning and the tone, and
how points of view and purpose shape content and style.

• Do you know when these are taught at your school?
• Do you have strategies that students learn each year on how to figure out an
unknown word?
• Do you know when students learn the prefixes and suffixes necessary to use with
unknown words?
• Do you know when roots of words are taught so students can figure our words in
any content?
• Do you know if students know all the TEXT STRUCTURES that authors write?
• Do you know if they understand all the TEXT FEATURES that authors use?
• Do students understand POINT OF VIEW, PURPOSE OF THE WRITING, or STYLE?
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Integration of Knowledge and Ideas
• What does the TEXT MEAN? THIRD READING

• Students should be able to synthesize and compare information from
print to digital sources, and critically evaluate the reasoning and rhetoric
of the text.
• Do you know when these are taught at your school?
• Do you set up classroom assignments that students read from several
types of content and then synthesize and compare information?
• Do you ask for students to show evidence from the content to prove
their claims when they debate or synthesize in writing their evaluation of
the content.
Adapted from: Tim Shanahan-Meeting the Challenge of the Common Core: Planning Close Reading.
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IT’S ALL IN
YOUR HEAD.

What does the author mean
behind the words in the text.
Can you summarize it? Can you get the gist?
Author’s purpose? Theme? Tone?

Read between the lines..
Connect to the words in the text
Good evidence that can be
proved-cite textual evidence

Bad evidence that cannot be
proved

Can you analyze the text and integrate the information to present it in a
discussion, symbol, or written elaboration?
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When you start teaching close reading….
Close reading involves looking and inspecting a small piece of text, poem, video, quote, picture,
audio, infograph, cartoon, artwork, etc.,
Start with discussion as a team. Grade bands should talk about K-2 students and what they should
introduce regarding close reading.

Grade 3-5 should build on K-2 introductions and practice and start mastering some of the close
reading concepts.
Grades 6-12 should have students that have mastered many of the concepts and can go even
deeper into task, author, and purpose.
https://curriculum.eleducation.org/tools/k-5 You will have to set up a free acct. Then go to
Resources and they have some great videos.
Curriculum for teachers of ELA K-5 Look at this to see how they build ELA
https://learningessentialsedu.com/perform-close-reading-high-school/ High School Resource that
shows all the different pieces of content you could use for a close read. IAR tests use videos,
poems, excerpts, quotes, facts, graphs, audios, etc., This site supports you in using these.
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Annotations can be a beginning to CLOSE READING and Comprehension.
Common Annotations help students hone in on the text and with common
annotations, students have an anchor while they read.
Harvard Reading says-Begin Close Reading with a Pencil in Hand.
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Some schools have grade band annotations.
Grades K-2

Grades 3-12

For something known

✔

For something known,
predicted

For new learning

L

For new learning

X

Something that contradicts
what you know or expect.

For confusion

?

For a question

★

For important information

??

For confusion

!

For exciting or surprising
information

★

For important information,
powerful

!

For exciting or surprising
information

R

For a connection ‘reminds
me…’

?

For a question

For a connection ‘reminds
me…’
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Annotation for 6-12
Symbol

Stands for:

∞

Means:an idea about this,
! = I have

?

Connections you
have to the text.
Question

You have seen, read, or thought
about that before.
I don’t understand. I need more
information.

!

Main Idea

+ (E)

Agree

- (E)

Disagree

New information

This is the important point the
author is trying to get across.
I agree with the author on this
point. (Support with (E)vidence)
I disagree with the author. I
think differently. (Support with
(E)vidence)
This is brand new to my thinking.

Word analysis

Structure/figurative language

NEW
Highlight
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More Annotations
This is something your school should decide
upon so that the annotations are common and
don’t confuse struggling students. Everyone
uses the same annotations. They may look
different in grade bands, but they must build upon
common ones K-5. If students master them, adjust
how they annotate. (they may have a better system)
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Some schools use visual note taking and writing in the margins.
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1st READING, Annotating
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Why are you close reading anyway?

20

Can you visualize what you read?
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Do you know what you are looking for
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When do we introduce, practice, and master these features?
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24

When do we start teaching, practicing, and mastering these structures?
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When do we introduce, practice, and masters some of these literary elements?
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27
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Task One
Answer this question in red:
You only do close reading on pieces of text or object that you want to
really dig deeper into. However, close reading can add to the areas
that students need to master. We can then teach it in a systematic way.
How does Close Reading support Comprehension Instruction in your
classroom? Give examples, please.
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Review First Reading
What does the text say?
Question students to get to the most important elements of the text
• Bring out the significant, meaningful conflicts (between man and
nature, with others, and with oneself)
• Bring out human nature and human motivation that add to the
action and meaning.
• Clarify any confusions students might have about what the text
says.
• Follow up with a retelling or summary of the story or text.
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How DOES THE TEXT WORK?

Second Reading-

• Questions should help guide students to think of what the author was
thinking when he/she wrote this? PIE (Persuade, Inform, Entertain)
• Did they want to teach a lesson, reveal insights about the human condition,
inform, entertain, etc.,?
• What Literary Elements or Figurative language did the author use? Illustrations?
Dialogue? Comparing?
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Second Reading Continued
• Questions should focus on the why and how the author told
the story?
• Literary devices, word choice, structural elements, and
author purpose.
• The questions should lead a discussion to a good
understanding of how the text words and the deeper
understandings of its implications to the reader and the
world.
• Follow up would be a critical analysis of some aspect of the
story.
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What DOES THE TEXT MEAN? Third Reading
• These questions should help guide the students to think
about the meaning of the text and how it connects to them
and other texts, films, experiences, etc.,
• Questions that lead them into thinking about how authors
want to make an impression in our lives.
• Questions on evaluating the text’s quality and connecting to
other experiences is important to reading.
• Students need to have an opinion about what they read but
they also need to have proof that substantiates that
opinion.
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Task Two -Please watch this video and answer
the red question.
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=adXdTXEzmzE 4.21 min
List the ideas of close reading from the video and send to me.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XFRClI2q18Y 16 min. 10th grade
reading in an ELA classroom. It has every aspect any grade level could
use. Just for resource for you.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iKIUovilf5Y 9 min US History Close
Reading. Good one. Just a resource for you.
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I am choosing a poem for our close read task.
The IAR test has poems as text that students will read.
Many times, poetry gets stuck at the back of our plans.
We need to bring it back out and let students grapple with it.
This poem is for older students.
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Sundays too my father got up early
and put his clothes on in the blueblack cold,
then with cracked hands that ached

from labor in the weekday weather made
banked fires blaze. No one ever thanked him.

Those Winter Sundays
By Robert Hayden
You can click on this and learn about him

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

TASK Three

Closely read this poem using the next slide. It will guide you.
Answer the questions about the poem from the guide.
Make sure you read and reread the poem at least 3 times and one
of the times should be aloud.
How do you think close reading can support comprehension?
Send your answers/interpretation to me.

I’d wake and hear the cold splintering,
breaking.

Speaking indifferently to him,

When the rooms were warm, he’d call,

who had driven out the cold

and slowly I would rise and dress,

and polished my good shoes as well.

fearing the chronic angers of that house,

What did I know, what did I know
of love’s austere and lonely offices?
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• Read with a pencil
• Mark it up; write in the margins; react to it; get involved with it. Circle important, or striking, or repeated words. Draw lines to
connect related ideas. Mark difficult or confusing words, lines, and passages. (you can just write on paper)

• Examine the basic subject of the poem
• Title -poem’s subject, tone, and genre
• What is the author’s attitude toward his or her subject?
• What is going on in it? Who is talking? To whom? Under what circumstances? Where? About what? Why? Is a story being told? Is
something–tangible or intangible–being described? What specifically can you point to in the poem to support your answers?

• Paraphrasing the poem aloud, moving line by line through it.
• Look at the grammar, sentence structure
• What is the author’s attitude? Is there a comparison or is the author trying to appeal to the reader in a certain way?

• Consider the context of the poem
• Are there any allusions to other literary or historical figures or events?
• When was it written? What do you know about the author?

• Study the form of the poem
• Sound, rhythm, pattern, figurative language,
• How are the ideas in the poem ordered –is it simple to complex

Close Reading Guide

• Look at the word choice of the poem
• If you listed all the verbs, what would you see or hear?
• Do the words form the mood of the writing?
• Are there confusing or difficult words used.

• Finally, ask “So What?” What does it mean? How does it affect you?
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Some ideas to use in your classroom
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Question Stems for Close Reading Informational
Texts
•
•
•
•
•

What clues show you …
Point to the evidence…
How does the author describe X in paragraph X? What are the exact words?
What reasons does the book give for X? Where are they?
Share a sentence that (tells you what the text is about/describes X/gives a
different point of view)
• What is the purpose of paragraph X? What are the clues that tell you this?
• What does the author think about X? Why do you think so—what is your
evidence?
• What do you predict will happen next? What are the clues that make you
think so?
(Adapted from Race to the Top/Strategies for Close Reading)
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Opinion Proof
Opinion

Proof

Napoleon was a
great leader

Ended the revolution
New constitution
Fair taxation
Workers chosen for abilities

IAR Testing is looking for
students to find evidence
in the reading to back up
their answers. Students
need practice doing this.

Napoleon was a great leader. As stated in the reading, he brought an end to the
revolutionary fighting. The authors said that in France, Napoleon established a
police force to keep peace. He told all the nobles who had fled the country to
come back and return home. I learned from the reading that a new constitution
was written so that all male citizens could vote. All citizens would pay taxes and
workers would be chosen for their ability, not their family ties. Etc., etc.,
Is my statement clear?
Do I need more evidence for proof?
Is it convincing and does it stand out clearly proving why?
Could I move facts around in a way that would make it a clearer proof?
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Textual Evidence Sentence Starters
On page ______________, it said,
“_______________.”
The author wrote
“_______________________........”
The author stated……………… The graphic
showed……………..
The illustration shows……………… For
instance, ……………….
This incident provides proof that
_______________________
This example provides evidence that
_________________________
An example is………………………….
An example on page______ , is………
According to the text, ……………………..
In the text it said,
“_____________________”
In the text on page _________, it said,
“_____________...”
We can infer from this example in the
text ………………………
We know this because………………………..

Examples of text based evidence in action:
In paragraph 5, the narrator states that the girls nibbled half of their cookies and
saved the rest for their baby sister. (Little House in theBig Woods by Mary Ingalls
Wilder)
It is obvious that Heidi loves animals. For instance, she cares for the goats and
plays with them every day. (Heidi by Johanna Spyri)
According to page 2 of the article, Artic sea life includes
“…little single-celled creatures, called radiolarians, that look like
lacy snowflakes.” (Men, Microscopes, and Living Things by
Katherine B. Shippen
)
Based on the information in Captain Scott’s diary,
bad weather impeded his attempt to reach the South Pole.
(Captain Scott’s Last Expedition by Captain Robert Scott)
When Tom is told to whitewash the fence, he tricks others into doing it for him.
This incident provides further proof that Tom is clever and crafty.
The Adventures of Tom Sawyer by Mark Twain)
The author states that young Abe Lincoln was always reading and that he studied
past midnight on most nights. (Abe Lincoln Grows Up by Carl Sandberg)
Ex: In paragraph 3, we can tell that the main character
is not happy about her father visiting because she is described
as folding her arms across her chest and scowling.
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Impression Word List

• Students receive a new chapter to read in a text book.
• Teacher asks them to make a list of words on a chart paper that would
tell the class about the chapter.
• The class then shares their word lists with two other people and they
begin to compare and contrast why some words were chosen and
some were not.
• Then they look for evidence on each word. Is there enough evidence to
consider that word to be on their list?
• They delete or add to the list after their evidence walk.

• They share with four other students their list. Discuss if the words they
have on the charts are worthy to be on the chart according to the
evidence in the book.
• Then the whole class puts their charts up and discuss the chapter they
are about to study.
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Number One Sentence or word!
• Encourage close reading by giving students a sentence
challenge.
• Students use highlighting tape or an erasable highlighter to
mark what they think is the most important sentence in a
designated section of text or in the whole text.
• You can teach students to choose a sentence that signifies an
Important concept worth considering or one that best signifies
the main idea.
• After students have individually highlighted key sentences (or
done so in teams) allow discussion time with a small group
or the whole class.
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Notes to the Author
Students use sticky notes to comment to the author on what they
are thinking as they read.
• For example, they may comment on feelings: “This part is so
sad!” They might comment on the content: “So, whales
migrate to warm water to have their babies? That makes
sense.”
• They may even have a little advice for the author: “You could
have written more about that. It would have been interesting.” “I
wish you would have defined echidna.”
• Close reading is encouraged as students have an “audience”
(albeit imagined) with whom to share their thinking. Of course,
it’s always fun for students to share their notes with one another,
and this can encourage creativity and a desire to keep writing.
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TASK FOUR Thinking Triangle Activity –Picture next slide.
Answer these
questions about
the next slide

Row 1 (Who/What?): Think about who or what
the image represents and describe it in one
word (write the word on the top line in the
triangle).
Row 2 (When?): Think about the time period of
this image and describe it in two words.
Row 3 (Where?): Think about the place shown
in this image and describe it in three words
Row 4 (How?): Think of a How question that
this image answers and write the answer in four
words, one word on each line in the fourth row.
Row 5 (Why?): Think of a Why question that
this image answers and write the answer in five
words, one word on each line in the fifth row.
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Thinking Triangle-Go back to last slide to answer the questions.
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TASK FIVE Please look at this website below
This website has primary resources that are easily used for
lessons we teach.
Scroll down to where the worksheets are listed for younger and
older students. They are interactive or you can print them off at
the bottom of the website.
Click on one of them and tell me how you would use this
in your classroom.
https://www.archives.gov/education/lessons/worksheets
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Anything can be closely read
These websites have many ideas to use
Please look at them.
• http://www.calisphere.universityofcalifornia.edu/jarda/ Pictures
throughout Japanese history to close read.
• http://www.calisphere.universityofcalifornia.edu/themed_collections
/ Themed lessons in pictures
• http://www.calisphere.universityofcalifornia.edu/for-teachers.html
Teacher resources for use on any historical era
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Infographic –This can be closely read. Follow the steps in close reading.
What is a stock? You might want to close read an infographic.

http://www.schrockguide.net/infographics-as-an-assessment.html
Site showing many technological and graphics to use.
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Summarizing Activity
Paragraphs

One Sentence Summary

1
2
3
4
Summary of all the one sentence summaries from above
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TASK Six
The next 3 slides have resources for you to use. Some are videos and
some are ideas or strategies.
Choose Three of them to look at.
Please send me what they were about and how you can implement
the ideas in your classroom.
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Lots more resources that you need for close
reading and class discussion.
• http://teacher.depaul.edu/Reading_Passages_NONFICTION.html One page
close reads-all grade levels to use for close reads.
• https://www.edutopia.org/blog/modeling-close-reading-videos-webinarsjanice-dole many videos and blogs on close reading at grade levels. So you
can see what it should look like in your classroom.
What is a student centered discussion?
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N99Mg5LfFfM 6.51 min. 12th grade
classroom example of a student centered discussion on a book they read.
What is a pinwheel discussion?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GLiR0OAyjfM 7.45 min. Pinwheel
Discussion 3 readings 3 authors –We need to do these things even at 5th grade
with 5th grade level material so that students can read three things and
compare/contrast and find evidence on questions that are asked.
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More Resources to use
• https://vimeo.com/showcase/2192389/video/55951301 15 min
video MS Social Studies “Point of View” Excellent video
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UynxDyr0lAo&feature=youtu.be
1.25 min Affinity Maps
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q2dId0rlrMs&feature=youtu.be
&t=12s 2.37 2nd grade HOT SEAT (take on the character in the story)
• https://www.cultofpedagogy.com/speaking-listening-techniques/
Many more ideas and videos in this website. Really good one.
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Lessons and exemplar text can be found at
this site.
https://achievethecore.org/ go to classroom resources to see all grade
levels lessons in ELA and Math.
This site has lessons and readings for all grade levels.
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A quote to remember
“Rereading the same book produces new insights because the reader
is a different person each time they reread. Indeed, a good book is
very much like a mirror: The glass is the same year after year, but the
reflection in it changes over time.”
Christopher B. Nelson, President of St. John’s College –Wall Street Journal
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Critical Reading Skills-Dan Kurland-Critical
Reading and Close Reading are related.
• The initial step of critical reading involves recognizing a text as a
presentation in its own right. This step is concerned with identifying
such elements as:
• The existence of a beginning, middle, and end The use of
illustrations to explicate remarks The use of evidence to support
remarks
• The use of stylish language to portray topics Organization, or a
method of sequencing remarks – such as whether chronological,
different aspects of the topic, steps in a logical sequence
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• All written texts have three authors. First, and most obviously, there is the
human being who wrote the text.
• Second, we have an imagined “author” to whom we attribute intent and
purpose in our attempt to understand a text.
• Finally, each and every reader is “author” of his or her own understanding
of any given text.

Each of these personas has implications for reading. More to the point, each
has implications for misreading a text, especially when critical reading is
desired.
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Thank you for participating in this training.
• Please make sure you send your tasks in as stated in slide 4 and 5.
Send them when you have completed the training.
My hope is that you found something new and useful for instruction.
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